
Mathematis 375 { Probability and Statistis 1Disussion 5 { The \Method of Moment-Generating Funtions"November 30, 2005BakgroundBeause of the Uniqueness Theorem, whenever we an ompute the moment-generatingfuntion for a random variable and reognize it as one of our standard forms, then we knowits distribution: that is, its probability density funtion, mean, variane, and hene \every-thing about it"(!) Today, we want to use this idea to work several examples and identifywhat we have.Disussion QuestionsA) First, let Y1; : : : ; Yk be independent normally distributed random variables with respe-tive means �i and varianes �2i . Consider a general linear ombination:Y = a1Y1 + � � �+ akYk + b;where ai; b are onstant. What is the distribution of Y ? What are its mean and variane?B) Next, we will verify one point that we deferred in disussing the use of the standardnormal table. Reall, we said that if Y is normal with mean � and standard deviation �,then Z = Y � ��would have a standard normal distribution (i.e. normal with mean 0 and standard deviation1). We never really justi�ed this laim before. But we an do it now! Note thatZ = 1�Y � �� :Use the result of question A to dedue that Z must have a standard normal distribution.C) Let Y be a standard normal, and let X = Y 2.1) Set up the integral to ompute mX (t) = E(etX)using the density for Y .2) For the rest of the problem, assume 1�2t > 0. Combine terms in your integral, makethe substitution u = p1� 2t � y, and show thatmX(t) = 1p1� 2t :3) What is the distribution of X? (What \type of random variable" is X, aording tothe Uniqueness Theorem?)4) Suppose Y1; : : : ; Yk are independent random variables, eah with a standard normaldistribution. What is the distribution of X = Y 21 + � � �+ Y 2k ?AssignmentGroup writeups due in lass on Friday, Deember 2.


